
 

Crack down on goods-in-transit heists with live proactive
mobile monitoring, surveillance

Transporting goods, particularly high-value consumer goods, has become an increasingly dangerous task in South Africa.
Crime syndicates are known for targeting goods-in-transit vehicles and theft of cargo has become a major issue for
logistics companies. The challenge with this is that these crimes usually occur when goods are "on the move".

Technology, however, is the answer with live remote video-monitoring solutions, designed specifically for the transportation
sector that makes use of bandwidth optimisation.

These specialised solutions create a live video connection, enabling logistics and security organisations to keep a close
eye on vehicles in the event of an emergency. By having the units enabled with GPS and bio-directional audio, control
rooms are able to pinpoint vehicle location as well as view live video anywhere where there is cellular data coverage. This
allows controllers to identify risky situations - and a host of other features enable a more proactive approach to protecting
important assets, goods and people.

With an effective proactive monitoring and surveillance solution, transport and security companies can take advantage of
several benefits. Live monitoring provides an accurate visual of the current location of the vehicles and their environment. If
faced with a dangerous situation or threat, live video monitoring allows the control room to take action quickly. It enables
fast-and-easy location of the trucks. As "time to respond" is crucial with conviction of perpetrators, this technology
significantly improves the opportunity to apprehend the perpetrators and recovery of goods. Live video streaming also
enables better contact with drivers out in the field, and with a full monitoring and surveillance solution, can trigger alarms
and live video feeds automatically with events such as the unauthorised opening of cargo doors, acting as a "panic button"
for drivers in distress, automatically alerting control room operators to the event in the field.

Hindered by bandwidth issues

These benefits are well understood and the idea of mobile surveillance in the transport sector is not a new concept;
however, it has been hindered by bandwidth issues and, due to this, solutions have not delivered as expected. Streaming
video typically requires large amounts of bandwidth, which becomes costly and also relies on vehicles remaining within 3G
coverage areas. When vehicles leave these areas, generally metropolitan hubs, most solutions are unable to continue
streaming live video feeds. This leaves vehicles vulnerable and has limited the uptake and success of mobile surveillance
and monitoring in the transportation sector.

Despite improvements with infrastructure and bandwidth availability in South Africa, the cost of bandwidth access has
decreased. However, it remains costly and 3G coverage is still an issue. In order for mobile surveillance solutions to provide
constant video streaming footage, which is imperative for delivering the surveillance and extra security needed to curb theft
in this sector, mobile Digital Video Recorders (DVRs) need to work outside of 3G coverage areas, using EDGE and even
GPRS. Live monitoring solutions should stream live video at reasonable quality over low bandwidth from any vehicle
anywhere in the country. This requires sophisticated compression technology.

Several criteria to look for

To ensure that maximum benefit can be derived from live monitoring and surveillance solutions, there are several criteria
that security and logistics companies should look for. The first is the ability to transmit high-quality video footage over low
bandwidth, from GPRS through to 3G coverage areas. Secondly, given today's increasingly mobile world, users should be
able to access and view remote footage, both live and recorded, from client applications on a variety of devices, including
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PCs and notebooks, tablets and smartphones. Other features include the ability to integrate activation sensors and event
detection, event notifications, and functionality not only to stream video, but also to record it on board.

Cracking down on crimes such as goods-in-transit heists requires the intelligent use of appropriate technology solutions,
enabling a more proactive approach and provides evidence for law enforcement during and after the event. Live streaming
and surveillance that delivers outside of 3G coverage areas enables security and logistics companies to offer more
comprehensive protection and to retain improved control, protecting trucks, goods and people from crime syndicates.
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